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the phantom pain's latest chapter started with big boss in 1984, at the old base where his wife and son, "otacon", discovered him. big boss woke up to find that his wife,
"momonga", had been captured. the president of the united states, "president miller", would not allow them to launch a rescue mission, and suggested that if they
continued to fight, it would "only" save three lives. new to phantom pain are five specializations for codecs. each codec's specializations change how the codec behaves,
including communication-wise. coders can master five codecs through the game, and can have more than one specialize in them. each codec specializes in a different area,
whether it be code theft, ethics, information transfer or conversing. the first codec in the game is the combat codec. the combat codecs are known for their high level of
stealth, and can be used for sneaking into enemy bases and neutralizing enemies. the combat codecs specialize in code theft for their high level of stealth. as a trade-off,
they are less effective in combat. the second codec is the narrow mission codec. the narrow mission codecs are known for acting as mediators. they are masterful in
"gifting", also known as gift-giving, or it's opposite, gift-receiving. the narrow mission codecs specialize in code theft for their, what kojima-san calls, "in-your-face" approach,
and also have high versatility in the "gifting" trade. the third codec is the high-speed codec. the high-speed codecs are known for their high speed transmission of messages.
the high-speed codecs specialize in code theft for their high level of stealth, and for being extremely accurate. finally, the fourth codec is the intermediate codec. the
intermediate codecs specialize in information transfer and code copying. as a trade-off, they are not as effective in stealth. the final codec is the deep-crystallized codec. the
deep-crystallized codecs specialize in code stealing for their effectiveness in code stealing. as a trade-off, they are not as effective at moving. new to this installment of the
series is the extraneous band. it acts as a band from the player's perspective. the band is used to send and receive data, and is found throughout each level.
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since the game focuses on stealth, the player will have to master the art of crafting items such as handcuffs, and explosives. when looking into kit items, it's not your
typical, "get armour, get money, buy weapons" gameplay. in order to craft the needed item, the player must make the necessary materials first, then have the item crafted

at a factory. when you've found something that looks good on you, you can either buy it at the station, or ask the shopkeeper to sell you one. despite the difficulty of the
game, it's fairly easy to tell when big boss is likely to be there. if big boss shows up, it means it's probably safe to grab an item that you might want, until he shows up. this

is where the "something familiar" mechanic comes into play. normally when big boss shows up, the player, depending on big boss's whereabouts, will be alerted to his
presence. this includes sounds like footsteps and big boss's scoffs of the mission or speech. this is a hint that big boss is nearby. since the end of the world has begun,

preparations are underway to prepare for the big boss era. upgrading bases, facilities, and weapon technology is something that can be done easily with money, as well as
training for personnel and research. after all, big boss will be overseeing the development of our forces to prepare for the end. below are a few of the upgrades that can be

performed. it is recommended that you make these set-ups while the game is offline for maximum compatibility. once the game has been installed on the hard drive, please
ensure that all patches have been downloaded and installed. if you find it necessary to uninstall the game in order to reinstall it, please make sure that all patches and
applications are uninstalled properly. most importantly, please make sure that the settings are set to “automatic” as it does not work to switch them in the middle of a

mission to “on” for optimal performance. 5ec8ef588b
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